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Experimental 
After manufacturing the sensors were tested, 
separated using a laser process and coated 
with the active layers. The test of the thin film 
resistors was performed on a heated chuck. 
The gas sensors were coated and afterwards 
characterized within the Fraunhofer EMFT gas 
measuring unit [5] whereby a specific 
mechanical adapter was constructed and 
fabricated to interface the measurement 
system. 

Results 
Characterization of the temperature sensor and 
the heater element is a reproducible TCR of 
1630 ppm. The humidity sensors show a nearly 
linear humidity response within the indoor 
humidity range (slope 0.23 pf / 10 % rh), fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Calibration curve of the humidity sensor (lin. 
response, no sensitivity to CO2) 

Also the CO2 sensors show a reproducible, 
nonlinear response to CO2 with a detection 
range from natural CO2 (ca. 400 ppm) up to 
5000 ppm (ca. 50 fF / 1000 ppm CO2) fig. 3.  
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 Fig. 3: Typical CO2 calibration curve (T = 25 °C, 
50 % rh). 

The cross sensitivity of the CO2 Sensor to 
humidity, caused by humidity adsorption of the 
layer and the substrate can be compensated 
numerically using a nonlinear formula [6]. 

Conclusion 
The feasibility for indoor air climate sensors, 
based on foil substrates fabricated in the MEMS 
technology of Fraunhofer EMFT was 
investigated Several sensor characterization 
measurements are executed. The experiments 
show the possibility to develop a fully flexible 
indoor air quality sensor system with a 
minimum lifetime of 6 months. All sensors are 
compatible to the measuring capability of 
integrated circuits available on the market. 
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